
Neutrophobia

Rough Silk

The fogs dared to cover the stoney ground
Holy creatures found out they're Pandemonium bound
The whistlin' winds met the lightnings of doom
And the questioner gets the answer:
"Here comes the groom!"

There's an old man dressed in black
From the wrong side of the track
Just to tell us he came back
That the world's going down the drain
-Ain't that insane?

Sidewalk angels close their eyes
On the road to paradise
They have stopped here just to pay the price
For silence, lust and pain
-A question in vain?

And your heart - in the end
Will be your one and only friend
Life's been torn apart - built on sand
And some...
Tears, sweat and come
Neutrophobia - to me

Creatures from the other side
Wake you up every single night
You can't escape - no place to hide
The voices are calling your name
-Echoes of shame

Set me free - why can't you see
My life ain't what it used to be

Why don't you give it back to me
I hate you in this vicious game
And I ain't to blame

'Cause your heart - in the end...

I don't know - I don't care - I don't cry - I don't share
I've erased all the thoughts in this endless nightmare
I don't give - I just take and I never play fair
I don't help - I am dead now so better beware

But the voice in my head is still torturing me
Gettin' louder and brighter - I won't find a key
So I scream and ask: "What are you doin this for?"
And the answer is a laughter: "All we want is your..."

Tears, sweat and come...

Someday soon the swamps will conquer your life
While your reasons turn to ashes and tragedies dive
When the night gets longer - the day won't wait
When you come too soon - well, you'll leave too late!
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